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In Full Color Code samples are syntax highlighted as in Xcode!! In just 24
sessions of one hour or less, learn how to build powerful mobile applications with
Apple’s Cocoa Touch technology for the iPhone and iPod touch! Using this
book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll master every skill and
technology you need, from handling user interaction and building effective user
interfaces to accessing the Internet, playing media, and using the iPhone and
iPod touch’s incredible sensing capabilities. Each lesson builds on what you’ve
already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success! Stepby-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common Cocoa Touch
programming tasks. Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you
test your knowledge. By the Way notes present interesting information related to
the discussion. Did You Know? tips offer advice or show you easier ways to
perform tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert you to possible problems and give you
advice on how to avoid them. Write simple, efficient code that reflects a clear
understanding of how Cocoa Touch works and why it works that way Build great
iPhone/iPod touch user interfaces from the ground up Display tables and provide
for clear navigation Access the Internet and networks and show web pages Save
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and retrieve data, including user preferences Understand how the Cocoa Touch
runtime loop interacts with your application Draw and manipulate images Create
complex animations such as Cover Flow Build applications that play and record
media Use the iPhone’s built-in accelerometer, GPS capabilities, and WiFi
support Share data via custom URLs, emails, and other techniques Find and fix
common Cocoa Touch software bugs, fast Avoid the performance bottlenecks
that affect Cocoa Touch code
Good things are happening for Apple usersAs you well know already, iOS 14 just
launched. In my mind's eye, I can see you literally screaming in delight. There's a
reason to be happy. The iOS 14 comes packed with unique features that will thrill
Apple users.One thing that keeps people going for Apple devices is the superior
qualities compared to other brands.Since Apple first introduced the launching of
iOS 14 in June 2020, many users have anticipated getting their devices updated.
Finally, on September 16, we got the release. Now users have a fantastic
experience with the new design and upgrades to their past experiences.Before
we dive in, let's talk about iOS.What is iOS?iOS is simply Apple's operating
system. It's the acronym for the iPhone Operating System. It's the system that
powers all of Apple products, including Apple iPhone, iPad, iPod, iWatch, Apple
TV, and iMac, which was, in reality, the first product to carry the "i" branding in its
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name.iOS has a sleek interface, and the ease of operation is what endears many
to the company. Apps can be downloaded from the app store, where there are
millions of apps to choose from. The apps work flawlessly on your device, as you
never have to worry about hanging and the other issues you experience with
other products.iOS devices are faster than Android operating systems. It makes
for seamless user experience, has better hardware and software integration, and
gets OS updates faster than other operating systems.For many, Apple's products
are non-negotiable due to the superior qualities that the company's devices
possess when compared to many out there.Apple has good support and helpful
articles for its users when they have a problem that needs fixing.WHICH DEVICE
CAN USE iOS14?Typically, any device that was running on iOS 13 can be
upgraded to iOS 14. In case that doesn't answer your question, take a look below
at the devices that support Apple's latest release.iPhone 11iPhone 11 ProiPhone
11 Pro MaxiPhone XSiPhone XS MaxiPhone XRiPhone XiPhone 8iPhone 8
PlusiPhone 7iPhone 7 PlusiPhone 6siPhone 6s PlusiPhone SE (1st
generation)iPhone SE (2nd generation)iPod touch (7th generation)In a nutshell,
this guide was written to inform and educate you about the changes Apple has
made and how you can enjoy the amazing features packed in this latest
installment. The areas of upgrade includes the following Home Screen and
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Widgets App Library Compact Call Interface Picture in Picture Siri Update
Messages Approximate Location Support4k YouTube Support Maps and Cycling
Changing Default Browser and Email Client Music App Updates Weather App
Translate Car Keys This guide gives you a step-by-step approach, taking you by
the hands to explore all the wonderful features now available at your fingertips.
And you don't have to worry about the upgrade process as we covered that as
well. It is worth your time, to the last nanosecond. Get a copy!
Everything you need to know to design, code, and build amazing apps Xcode 4 is
Apple’s newest version of the popular development suite for creating bleedingedge OS X and iOS apps. Written by an experienced developer and Applefocused journalist, this book not only covers developing for OS X but also for the
entire family of iOS devices, including the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. You’ll
explore the newest tools for compiling, debugging, and finding and fixing
common code errors so that you can look forward to improved, smooth-running
code that is developed more efficiently than ever. Takes you step-by-step
through the process of developing OS X and iOS applications using Xcode 4
Examines the benefits of Xcode 4, Apple’s updated, free, object oriented
programming environment Helps you tame the complex Xcode environment so
you can develop amazing apps This book gets you up to speed on all the
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remarkable new features and redesigned user interface of Xcode 4 so you can
get started creating phenomenal apps today.
Whether you’re completely new to iPod and iTunes or you’d like to discover
advanced techniques for playing, managing, browsing, buying, and storing music
and other files, iPod & iTunes For Dummies, 6th Edition can help you! The iPod
and iTunes have revolutionized how we enjoy music, and this bestselling guide
has been updated to keep you current. Here’s how to use the newest iPods, set
up iTunes on your Mac or PC, purchase music and movies, rip CDs, organize
your media library, make the most of digital sound, and so much more! The latest
iPods are much more than just digital music players. Now, surf the Web, rent
movies, buy songs and directly download them, send and receive e-mails, store
photos, play slideshows, watch videos, and play games. You’ll find information
about all iPod models and how to set up iTunes so you can start enjoying your
iPod right away. You’ll learn how to: Learn how to use the iPod displays and
scrolling wheels Install iTunes and load your music Keep your library organized
so you can search, browse, and sort Create playlists and burn CDs Use your
iPod as a hard drive Share content legally Synchronize your e-mail, contacts, and
bookmarks Complete with lists of ten common problems and solutions, and
eleven tips for the equalizer, iPod & iTunes for Dummies, 6th Edition includes
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bonus chapters about early iPod models, creating content for iPod, tips for
working with MusicMatch, using your iPod for backup and restore, and 14 web
sources for additional information.
Business Model Generation is a handbook for visionaries, game changers, and
challengers striving to defy outmoded business models and design tomorrow's
enterprises. If your organization needs to adapt to harsh new realities, but you
don't yet have a strategy that will get you out in front of your competitors, you
need Business Model Generation. Co-created by 470 "Business Model Canvas"
practitioners from 45 countries, the book features a beautiful, highly visual,
4-color design that takes powerful strategic ideas and tools, and makes them
easy to implement in your organization. It explains the most common Business
Model patterns, based on concepts from leading business thinkers, and helps
you reinterpret them for your own context. You will learn how to systematically
understand, design, and implement a game-changing business model--or
analyze and renovate an old one. Along the way, you'll understand at a much
deeper level your customers, distribution channels, partners, revenue streams,
costs, and your core value proposition. Business Model Generation features
practical innovation techniques used today by leading consultants and
companies worldwide, including 3M, Ericsson, Capgemini, Deloitte, and others.
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Designed for doers, it is for those ready to abandon outmoded thinking and
embrace new models of value creation: for executives, consultants,
entrepreneurs, and leaders of all organizations. If you're ready to change the
rules, you belong to "the business model generation!"
On October 23, 2001, Apple Computer, a company known for its chic, cuttingedge technology -- if not necessarily for its dominant market share -- launched a
product with an enticing promise: You can carry an entire music collection in your
pocket. It was called the iPod. What happened next exceeded the company's
wildest dreams. Over 50 million people have inserted the device's distinctive
white buds into their ears, and the iPod has become a global obsession. The
Perfect Thing is the definitive account, from design and marketing to startling
impact, of Apple's iPod, the signature device of our young century. Besides being
one of the most successful consumer products in decades, the iPod has changed
our behavior and even our society. It has transformed Apple from a computer
company into a consumer electronics giant. It has remolded the music business,
altering not only the means of distribution but even the ways in which people
enjoy and think about music. Its ubiquity and its universally acknowledged
coolness have made it a symbol for the digital age itself, with commentators
remarking on "the iPod generation." Now the iPod is beginning to transform the
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broadcast industry, too, as podcasting becomes a way to access radio and
television programming. Meanwhile millions of Podheads obsess about their
gizmo, reveling in the personal soundtrack it offers them, basking in the social
cachet it lends them, even wondering whether the device itself has its own
musical preferences. Steven Levy, the chief technology correspondent for
Newsweek magazine and a longtime Apple watcher, is the ideal writer to tell the
iPod's tale. He has had access to all the key players in the iPod story, including
Steve Jobs, Apple's charismatic cofounder and CEO, whom Levy has known for
over twenty years. Detailing for the first time the complete story of the creation of
the iPod, Levy explains why Apple succeeded brilliantly with its version of the
MP3 player when other companies didn't get it right, and how Jobs was able to
convince the bosses at the big record labels to license their music for Apple's
groundbreaking iTunes Store. (We even learn why the iPod is white.) Besides his
inside view of Apple, Levy draws on his experiences covering Napster and
attending Supreme Court arguments on copyright (as well as his own travels on
the iPod's click wheel) to address all of the fascinating issues -- technical, legal,
social, and musical -- that the iPod raises. Borrowing one of the definitive
qualities of the iPod itself, The Perfect Thing shuffles the book format. Each
chapter of this book was written to stand on its own, a deeply researched, wittily
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observed take on a different aspect of the iPod. The sequence of the chapters in
the book has been shuffled in different copies, with only the opening and
concluding sections excepted. "Shuffle" is a hallmark of the digital age -- and The
Perfect Thing, via sharp, insightful reporting, is the perfect guide to the
deceptively diminutive gadget embodying our era.
The secret history of the invention that changed everything-and became the most
profitable product in the world. "The One Device is a tour de force, with a fastpaced edge and heaps of analytical insight."-Ashlee Vance, New York Times
bestselling author of Elon Musk "A stunning book. You will never look at your
iPhone the same way again." -Dan Lyons, New York Times bestselling author of
Disrupted Odds are that as you read this, an iPhone is within reach. But before
Steve Jobs introduced us to "the one device," as he called it, a cell phone was
merely what you used to make calls on the go. How did the iPhone transform our
world and turn Apple into the most valuable company ever? Veteran technology
journalist Brian Merchant reveals the inside story you won't hear from Cupertinobased on his exclusive interviews with the engineers, inventors, and developers
who guided every stage of the iPhone's creation. This deep dive takes you from
inside One Infinite Loop to 19th century France to WWII America, from the driest
place on earth to a Kenyan pit of toxic e-waste, and even deep inside
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Shenzhen's notorious "suicide factories." It's a firsthand look at how the cuttingedge tech that makes the world work-touch screens, motion trackers, and even
AI-made their way into our pockets. The One Device is a roadmap for design and
engineering genius, an anthropology of the modern age, and an unprecedented
view into one of the most secretive companies in history. This is the untold
account, ten years in the making, of the device that changed everything.
A guide to the Pages, Numbers, and Keynote productivity apps for Mac covers
such topics as iOS versions of the apps, the similarities in the interfaces and
tools, and workflows using iCloud Drive, with a review of Apple certification exam
topics.
"Programming the accelerometer, gyroscope, camera, and magnetometer"--Cover.
Provides information on the features of the iPad 2 with step-by-step instructions covering such
topics as connecting to a wi-fi and 3G network, downloading apps, creating documents and
spreadsheets, building and displaying presentations, using email, andwatching movies.
An examination of one of the greatest success stories of the digital age looks at the success
Steve Jobs has had with Pixar and his rejuvenation of Apple through the introduction of the
iMac and iPod.
Master powerful strategies to acquire and analyze evidence from real-life scenarios About This
Book A straightforward guide to address the roadblocks face when doing mobile forensics
Simplify mobile forensics using the right mix of methods, techniques, and tools Get valuable
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advice to put you in the mindset of a forensic professional, regardless of your career level or
experience Who This Book Is For This book is for forensic analysts and law enforcement and
IT security officers who have to deal with digital evidence as part of their daily job. Some basic
familiarity with digital forensics is assumed, but no experience with mobile forensics is
required. What You Will Learn Understand the challenges of mobile forensics Grasp how to
properly deal with digital evidence Explore the types of evidence available on iOS, Android,
Windows, and BlackBerry mobile devices Know what forensic outcome to expect under given
circumstances Deduce when and how to apply physical, logical, over-the-air, or low-level
(advanced) acquisition methods Get in-depth knowledge of the different acquisition methods
for all major mobile platforms Discover important mobile acquisition tools and techniques for all
of the major platforms In Detail Investigating digital media is impossible without forensic tools.
Dealing with complex forensic problems requires the use of dedicated tools, and even more
importantly, the right strategies. In this book, you'll learn strategies and methods to deal with
information stored on smartphones and tablets and see how to put the right tools to work. We
begin by helping you understand the concept of mobile devices as a source of valuable
evidence. Throughout this book, you will explore strategies and "plays" and decide when to
use each technique. We cover important techniques such as seizing techniques to shield the
device, and acquisition techniques including physical acquisition (via a USB connection),
logical acquisition via data backups, over-the-air acquisition. We also explore cloud analysis,
evidence discovery and data analysis, tools for mobile forensics, and tools to help you discover
and analyze evidence. By the end of the book, you will have a better understanding of the tools
and methods used to deal with the challenges of acquiring, preserving, and extracting
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evidence stored on smartphones, tablets, and the cloud. Style and approach This book takes a
unique strategy-based approach, executing them on real-world scenarios. You will be
introduced to thinking in terms of "game plans," which are essential to succeeding in analyzing
evidence and conducting investigations.
Covers iPod touch 4th and 5th Generation running iOS 6 Step-by-step instructions with
callouts to iPod touch photos so that you can see exactly what to do Help when you run into
iPod touch problems or limitations Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your iPod
touch Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through getting and keeping your iPod touch
working just the way you want. Learn how to: • Connect to the Internet, Bluetooth devices, WiFi networks, and other iPod touches, iPhones, and iPads • Use Siri to get information, write
texts and emails, set reminders/appointments, and more just by speaking to your iPod touch
5th Generation • Customize your iPod touch with folders, wallpaper, sounds, and much more •
Configure and sync your information, and efficiently manage contacts, reminders, and
calendars • Communicate via FaceTime videoconferences, text messages, and email • Make
the most of Safari to browse the Web and Mail to manage all your email from one inbox •
Listen to music, subscribe and listen to podcasts, and watch video—including movies and TV
shows • Capture and edit photos and video • Use your photos in slideshows, for wallpaper,
and your contacts, or share them via email, iCloud, and texts; use PhotoStream to
automatically save and share your photos • Find, download, install, and use awesome iPod
touch apps • Take advantage of iCloud to keep your content and information in sync on all
your devices
Provides basic information about the biology, life cycles, and behavior of birds, along with brief
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profiles of each of the eighty bird families in North America.
Step-by-step instructions with callouts to Apple TV screenshots that show you exactly what to
do. Help when you run into problems or limitations. Tips and Notes to help you get the most
from Apple TV. Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through doing everything you want to do
with your Apple TV. Learn how to: Set up your Apple TV–and how to do it faster with an iPhone
Control a home entertainment system using the Apple TV Use Siri to find content, launch apps,
and get useful information Rent and buy movies and TV shows from iTunes Stream video from
Netflix®, Hulu, HBO®, and Showtime® Find every app that offers the movie or TV show
you’re looking for with just one search Make your Apple TV even more fun by finding and
using the best apps and games Use your Apple TV remote as a motion-sensitive game
controller Enjoy music on your TV, including how to use Apple Music Set restrictions to prevent
kids from accessing adult material Control your Apple TV using an iPhone Customize your
Apple TV to fit how you use it Configure settings for people with visual impairments Solve
common problems with the device Discover the hidden features and shortcuts that let you truly
master the Apple TV Register Your Book at www.quepublishing.com/register and save 35% off
your next purchase.
Get ready to create killer apps for iPad and iPhone on the new iOS 7! With Apple's introduction
of iOS 7, demand for developers who know the new iOS will be high. You need in-depth
information about the new characteristics and capabilities of iOS 7, and that's what you'll find in
this book. If you have experience with C or C++, this guide will show you how to create
amazing apps for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. You'll also learn to maximize your programs
for mobile devices using iPhone SDK 7.0. Advanced topics such as security services, running
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on multiple iPlatforms, and local networking with Core Bluetooth are also covered. Prepares
experienced developers to create great apps for the newest version of Apple's iOS Thoroughly
covers the serious capabilities of iOS 7; information you need in order to make your apps stand
out Delves into advanced topics including how to control multitasking, security services,
running apps on multiple iPlatforms and iDevices, enabling in-app purchases, advanced text
layout, and building a core foundation Also covers REST, advanced GCD, internationalization
and localization, and local networking with Core Bluetooth iOS 7 Programming: Pushing the
Limits will help you develop applications that take full advantage of everything iOS 7 has to
offer.

A book of poetry and prose to fit everyday life. Caution: it may enhance your
mood. Something for everyone. Will paint pictures in your mind and leave you
breathless.
Describes how to get the most out of an iPod and iTunes, covering such topics
as replacing the iPod battery, controlling iTunes from a Palm or mobile phone,
playing games on the iPod, and reading email on an iPod.
More than 70 million people worldwide already own an iPod, and an estimated 10
million more become iPod owners every quarter
A market research guide to the telecommunications industry. It offers a tool for
strategic planning, competitive intelligence, employment searches or financial
research. It includes a chapter of trends, statistical tables, and an industryPage 14/26
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specific glossary. It provides profiles of the 500 biggest, companies in the
telecommunications industry.
Create applications for all major smartphone platforms Creating applications for
the myriad versions and varieties of mobile phone platforms on the market can
be daunting to even the most seasoned developer. This authoritative guide is
written in such as way that it takes your existing skills and experience and uses
that background as a solid foundation for developing applications that cross over
between platforms, thereby freeing you from having to learn a new platform from
scratch each time. Concise explanations walk you through the tools and patterns
for developing for all the mobile platforms while detailed steps walk you through
setting up your development environment for each platform. Covers all the major
options from native development to web application development Discusses
major third party platform development acceleration tools, such as Appcelerator
and PhoneGap Zeroes in on topics such as developing applications for Android,
IOS, Windows Phone 7, and Blackberry Professional Mobile Cross Platform
Development shows you how to best exploit the growth in mobile platforms, with
a minimum of hassle.
The goal of this book is to teach the skills necessary to build iOS 14 applications
using SwiftUI, Xcode 12 and the Swift 5.3 programming language. Beginning with
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the basics, this book provides an outline of the steps necessary to set up an iOS
development environment together with an introduction to the use of Swift
Playgrounds to learn and experiment with Swift. The book also includes in-depth
chapters introducing the Swift 5.3 programming language including data types,
control flow, functions, object-oriented programming, property wrappers and error
handling. An introduction to the key concepts of SwiftUI and project architecture
is followed by a guided tour of Xcode in SwiftUI development mode. The book
also covers the creation of custom SwiftUI views and explains how these views
are combined to create user interface layouts including the use of stacks, frames
and forms. Other topics covered include data handling using state properties in
addition to observable, state and environment objects, as are key user interface
design concepts such as modifiers, lists, tabbed views, context menus, user
interface navigation, and outline groups. The book also includes chapters
covering graphics drawing, user interface animation, view transitions and gesture
handling, WidgetKit, document-based apps and SiriKit integration. Chapters are
also provided explaining how to integrate SwiftUI views into existing UIKit-based
projects and explains the integration of UIKit code into SwiftUI. Finally, the book
explains how to package up a completed app and upload it to the App Store for
publication. Along the way, the topics covered in the book are put into practice
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through detailed tutorials, the source code for which is also available for
download. The aim of this book, therefore, is to teach you the skills necessary to
build your own apps for iOS 14 using SwiftUI. Assuming you are ready to
download the iOS 14 SDK and Xcode 12 and have an Apple Mac system you are
ready to get started.
An introduction to using Macintosh computers covers start-up, the desktop, the
mouse, menus, command keys, windows, icons, folders, applications programs,
printing, fonts, and desk accessories.
With iOS 5, Apple added more than 200 new features to the iPad 2, but there’s
still no printed guide to using all its amazing capabilities. That’s where this fullcolor Missing Manual comes in. You’ll learn how to stuff your iPad with media,
organize your personal life, wirelessly stream content to and from your tablet,
stay connected to friends, and much more. The important stuff you need to know:
Build your media library. Fill your iPad with music, movies, TV shows, eBooks,
eMagazines, photos, and more. Go wireless. Sync content between your
computer and iPad—no wires needed. Get online. Connect through WiFi or Wi-Fi
+ 3G, and surf the Web using the iPad’s new tabbed browser. Consolidate
email. Read and send messages from any of your email accounts. Get social.
Use built-in apps like iMessage, Twitter, and Ping to stay in touch. Store stuff in
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iCloud. Stash your content online for free, and sync up all your devices
automatically. Interact with your iPad. Learn new finger moves and
undocumented tips, tricks, and shortcuts.
Security and Resilience in Intelligent Data-Centric Systems and Communication Networks
presents current, state-of-the-art work on novel research in theoretical and practical resilience
and security aspects of intelligent data-centric critical systems and networks. The book
analyzes concepts and technologies that are successfully used in the implementation of
intelligent data-centric critical systems and communication networks, also touching on future
developments. In addition, readers will find in-demand information for domain experts and
developers who want to understand and realize the aspects (opportunities and challenges) of
using emerging technologies for designing and developing more secure and resilient intelligent
data-centric critical systems and communication networks. Topics covered include airports,
seaports, rail transport systems, plants for the provision of water and energy, and business
transactional systems. The book is well suited for researchers and PhD interested in the use of
security and resilient computing technologies. Includes tools and techniques to prevent and
avoid both accidental and malicious behaviors Explains the state-of-the-art technological
solutions for main issues hindering the development of monitoring and reaction solutions
Describes new methods and technologies, advanced prototypes, systems, tools and
techniques of future direction
Based on Big Nerd Ranch’s popular iPhone Bootcamp class, iPhone Programming: The Big
Nerd Ranch Guide leads you through the essential tools and techniques for developing
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applications for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. In each chapter, you will learn programming
concepts and apply them immediately as you build an application or enhance one from a
previous chapter. These applications have been carefully designed and tested to teach the
associated concepts and to provide practice working with the standard development tools
Xcode, Interface Builder, and Instruments. The guide’s learn-while-doing approach delivers
the practical knowledge and experience you need to design and build real-world applications.
Here are some of the topics covered: Dynamic interfaces with animation Using the camera and
photo library User location and mapping services Accessing accelerometer data Handling multitouch gestures Navigation and tabbed applications Tables and creating custom rows Multiple
ways of storing and loading data: archiving, Core Data, SQLite Communicating with web
services ALocalization/Internationalization "After many 'false starts' with other iPhone
development books, these clear and concise tutorials made the concepts gel for me. This book
is a definite must have for any budding iPhone developer." –Peter Watling, New Zealand,
Developer of BubbleWrap
To create successful games for the iPhone family of mobile devices, developers need to know
how touch-input, real-time graphics, and sound come together in the iOS environment. iOS
Game Development: Developing Games for iPad, iPhone, and iPod Touch takes you from the
basics of app coding to releasing and marketing your game on the App Store. The book offers
a wealth of previously unpublished information about the iOS platform. The text focuses on the
concrete requirements of game developers, presenting in-depth details on each step in the
mobile game development process. It explains the use of OpenGL ES for 2D/3D graphics and
OpenAL for sound, both of which are recommended for game performance on the iOS
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platform. It also covers new APIs such as the GLKit, GameKit, and Box2D Physics Engine. To
better understand the explanations, the author encourages you to access more than 30 iOS
example apps from his website. Each app represents a small piece of the complex field of
game development in a straightforward manner. The apps can be run on any device in the
iPhone family and have been extensively tested with various iOS versions. Suitable for both
newcomers and more advanced developers, this color book helps you get started with iOS
game development. By following the book’s clear descriptions and example programs, you will
understand how to implement the fundamentals in smaller game projects and be able to create
your first game for the App Store.
Mobile Learning: The Next Generation documents the most innovative projects in contextaware mobile learning in order to develop a richer theoretical understanding of learning in
modern mobile-connected societies. Context-aware mobile learning takes advantage of cell
phone, mobile, and pervasive personal technologies to design learning experiences that exploit
the richness of both indoor and outdoor environments. These technologies detect a learner’s
presence in a particular place, the learner’s history in that place or in relation to other people
and objects nearby, and adapt learning experiences accordingly, enabling and encouraging
learners to use personal and social technologies to capture aspects of the environment as
learning resources, and to share their reactions to them.
You wrote a book. Very nice. But you didn't write to keep it for you. You should publish it. The
problem is that the publishers charge high prices for some authors pockets, and do it
objectively, due to the high cost of printing. But you allowed that luxury, and now you have a
printed book, with you as the author. You can keep hundreds or thousands of volumes in your
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personal library and give it as a gift to your friends in special occasions, or try to distribute in
various libraries. You managed to distribute it, the book is beautifully placed in shelves. In time,
dust is spread on covers. After a while, the book is withdrawn. It remains to use it as
decoration at home, or support for various household items. But lucky for you, there is an
alternative, cheaper and more effective, in selling your book: e-Books! e-Book and online
publishing market has evolved rapidly in recent years, and a lot of companies have entered
this market, as publishers, online bookstores, or promoting e-books.
DON’T JUNK IT, FIX IT--AND SAVE A FORTUNE! The only reference & tutorial of its kind--in
full color! Fix your own iPhone, iPad, or iPod with secret repair knowledge Apple doesn’t want
you to have! This groundbreaking, full-color book shows you how to resurrect expensive Apple
mobile iDevices you thought were dead for good, and save a fortune. Apple Certified Repair
Technician Timothy L. Warner demystifies everything about iDevice repair, presenting simple,
step-by-step procedures and hundreds of crisp, detailed, full-color photos. He’ll walk you
through safely taking apart your iDevice, replacing what’s broken, and reliably reassembling it.
You’ll learn where to get the tools and exactly how to use them. Warner even reveals sources
for broken Apple devices you can fix at low cost--for yourself, or even for resale! Replace All
These iDevice Components: • Battery • Display • SIM card • Logic board • Dock connector
Take Apart, Fix, and Reassemble: • iPod nano (5th & 7th Gen) • iPod touch (4th & 5th Gen) •
iPhone (3GS, 4, 4S, & 5) • iPad (iPad 2, iPad 4th Gen, & iPad mini) Fix Common SoftwareRelated Failures: • Emergency data recovery • Jailbreaking • Carrier unlocking Do What
Apple Never Intended: • Resurrect a waterlogged iDevice • Prepare an iDevice for resale •
Install non-Apple Store apps • Perform out-of-warranty repairs All technical content reviewed &
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approved by iFixit, world leader in iDevice parts, tools, and repair tutorials!
Explains how to use the portable music player with a Windows PC or a Macintosh computer to
perform functions including play music, store personal contact and calendar information, and
use as a portable FireWire drive.
Learning From Steve Jobs offers a different perspective compared to other Steve Jobs
biography books. Diving head-on into the psyche of the Apple founder and technology
innovator, we take another look at each of Steve Job's greatest achievements, his lowest
points and hurdles in life, his trademark method for creative problem solving, and how he was
able to see opportunity in the face of doubt. This book is a short chronicle of a man who
overcame enormous odds and trusted his instinct, no matter the cost. This 90-Minute
Biography is a perfect read for anyone who wants to learn the secrets of technology innovator
Steve Jobs, but doesn't have a lot of time on their hands. This fast & run read includes a
breakdown of Steve Job's teachable attributes. Breakdown of his unique method for problemsolving. When to slow down thinking during brainstorm sessions, when to speed up for peak
productivity. Learn the fundamental business practices and principles that were the foundation
for Steve Jobs' success at Apple. It's not what you DO as an entrepreneur that matters. It's
how you REACT. As our country today tries to pull itself up from the brink of collapse, the world
needs innovators now, more than ever! For entrepreneurs, problem solvers, and tomorrow's
world leaders, there has never been a better time to learn from the magnates of the past for
the solutions we need today! 90-Minute Biographies are fast-paced, fun to read and brings
fans closer to the entertainers they love. Become an expert on any public figure with the
90-Minute Biographies series from Words Are Swords Publishing.
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A few square miles of Northern California contain some of the world’s largest companies
whose products affect billions of people every single day. What made these giants of Silicon
Valley as impactful as they are? What do their paths to success have in common? Turning
Silicon into Gold is a sharp analysis of 25 case studies examining just that. Authors Griffin Kao,
Jessica Hong, Michael Perusse, and Weizhen Sheng provide relevant commentary as they
explore the stories behind companies such as Apple, Amazon, OpenTable, and many more.
These organizations used unique problem-solving strategies to forever change the face of
tech—whether it was Facebook’s second mover advantage over MySpace or Nintendo’s leap
of faith in the 1980s to revitalize the video game industry. Learn by example as Turning Silicon
into Gold divulges the inner workings behind some of the most significant business decisions in
tech history. The nuanced ways these companies tackled emerging markets and generated
growth in uncertain times is essential knowledge for modern business leaders, innovators, and
aspiring founders. Whether you are simply curious about the origins of the world’s tech giants
or you are an entrepreneur looking for inspiration, the thoughtful, comprehensive case study
collection that is Turning Silicon into Gold belongs on your bookshelf. What You Will Learn
Understand why companies like Amazon, Facebook, OpenTable and more have made some
controversial and strategic decisions Realize how Big Data is driving the success of many new
and mature ventures See how tech companies are tackling emerging markets and generating
growth Examine how capital flows through the tech industry Who This Book is For The book is
for people currently in or interested in exploring a career in the intersection of technology and
business, such as product management, entrepreneurship, or non-coding positions at a tech
company—it’s also great for people generally curious about how the tech industry operates.
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The book offers case studies in an engaging and approachable way, while still providing
important takeaways and probing questions—perfect for the casual reader or even someone
trying to prepare for interviews.
This book presents original research works by researchers, engineers and practitioners in the
field of artificial intelligence and cognitive computing. The book is divided into two parts, the
first of which focuses on artificial intelligence (AI), knowledge representation, planning,
learning, scheduling, perception-reactive AI systems, evolutionary computing and other topics
related to intelligent systems and computational intelligence. In turn, the second part focuses
on cognitive computing, cognitive science and cognitive informatics. It also discusses
applications of cognitive computing in medical informatics, structural health monitoring,
computational intelligence, intelligent control systems, bio-informatics, smart manufacturing,
smart grids, image/video processing, video analytics, medical image and signal processing,
and knowledge engineering, as well as related applications.
With iPhone Hacks, you can make your iPhone do all you'd expect of a mobile smartphone -and more. Learn tips and techniques to unleash little-known features, find and create
innovative applications for both the iPhone and iPod touch, and unshackle these devices to run
everything from network utilities to video game emulators. This book will teach you how to:
Import your entire movie collection, sync with multiple computers, and save YouTube videos
Remotely access your home network, audio, and video, and even control your desktop
Develop native applications for the iPhone and iPod touch on Linux, Windows, or Mac Check
email, receive MMS messages, use IRC, and record full-motion video Run any application in
the iPhone's background, and mirror its display on a TV Make your iPhone emulate old-school
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video game platforms, and play classic console and arcade games Integrate your iPhone with
your car stereo Build your own electronic bridges to connect keyboards, serial devices, and
more to your iPhone without "jailbreaking" iPhone Hacks explains how to set up your iPhone
the way you want it, and helps you give it capabilities that will rival your desktop computer. This
cunning little handbook is exactly what you need to make the most of your iPhone.
iOS Forensic Analysis provides an in-depth look at investigative processes for the iPhone, iPod
Touch, and iPad devices. The methods and procedures outlined in the book can be taken into
any courtroom. With never-before-published iOS information and data sets that are new and
evolving, this book gives the examiner and investigator the knowledge to complete a full device
examination that will be credible and accepted in the forensic community.
This book examines an integrated innovation environment. Coverage describes four market
archetypes as well as the market outcome for each archetype. The book analyzes innovation
dynamics, including commoditization, the constant innovation challenge and the sustainability
of innovation along with cases including the iPod, Lego, Barbie, the browser wars and Google.
Chronicles the best and the worst of Apple Computer's remarkable story.
The ultimate beginner guide to the groundbreaking music service, Spotify! Spotify is a free
online streaming music platform that allows users to listen to songs on demand over the
Internet--without having to buy or own the actual tracks. This fun and friendly guide walks you
through how best to use this sweet-sounding service. Covering everything from using Spotify
on selected mobile phones to creating and sharing your own playlists, Spotify For Dummies
has it all. Experienced author Kim Gilmour details the ins and outs of this revolutionary music,
from installing and setup to discovering new artists and taking your musical enjoyment to new
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levels. Explores the social networking aspects of Spotify and how to integrate with them Helps
you navigate through the various editions of Spotify Shows you how to take Spotify with you on
your mobile device Encourages you to merge your own music collection with Spotify This book
is spot on! Start using Spotify today with this handy guide by your side.
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